
4. Quality and Reliability

•  Accuracy of Information: Ensure the reliability of AI-
generated information.

•  Context and Nuance: Recognize the importance of 
context in AI interpretations and decisions.

5. Security Concerns

• Data Leakage: Protect against unauthorized data access.

• Model Security: Secure your AI models against 
vulnerabilities.

6. Practical Steps for Safe AI Usage

• Anonymization of Data: When feasible, anonymize data 
to enhance privacy.

•  Terms of Service and Privacy Policies: Familiarize yourself 
with the terms and policies of AI platforms.

•  Pilot Tests: Conduct tests with non-sensitive data to 
evaluate AI behavior and output.

As you embark on this journey, remember that developing and 
implementing an AI policy is not a solitary task; assistance and 
expertise are within your reach.

Reach Out for Expert Guidance

Rehmann is here to support you. With extensive experience 
in crafting robust AI policies and a deep understanding of the 
intricacies of AI applications, we’re well equipped to guide you 
through every step of the process. From policy development 
to addressing the specifics of AI integration, we ensure your 
organization is safeguarded and ready to harness the power 
of AI.

Contact Rehmann today to begin your organization’s journey 
toward a secure and prosperous AI-enabled future.

AI offers unprecedented opportunities for growth, innovation, 
and efficiency. However, the adoption of AI technologies comes 
with a unique set of challenges and responsibilities.

To ensure your organization and its people navigate this 
landscape successfully and safely, it’s imperative to establish a 
comprehensive AI policy. Such a policy will serve as your team’s 
roadmap to leveraging AI technologies while ensuring ethical, 
secure, and effective use. 

Here are key areas to consider as you develop your 
organization’s AI policy:

1. Data Privacy and Confidentiality

• Sensitive Information: Safeguard personal and 
confidential data to maintain trust and compliance

• Compliance with Regulations: Adhere to legal frameworks 
such as GDPR, CCPA, and others relevant to your 
operations.

2. Intellectual Property Rights

•  Copyrighted Material: Respect copyright laws and ensure 
proper use of copyrighted content.

•  Trademark Information: Use trademarks appropriately to 
avoid infringement.

3. Ethical Considerations

• Bias and Fairness: Strive for AI models that are fair and 
unbiased.

• Misinformation: Prevent the creation and spread of 
misinformation through responsible AI use.
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